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ABSTRACT: The nuclear plants designed in the 1970's were equipped with large quantities of snubbers in
auxiliary piping systems. Thie experience revealed a poor performance of snubbers during periodic inspection.
while non-nuclear facility piping survived through strong earthquakes. Consequently, seismic design rules
evolved towards more realistic criteria and passive dynamic supports were developed to reduce snubber
quantities. These solutions improve the pipe reliability during normal operation while reducing the radiation
exposure and the costs of snubber inspection, without jeopardizing the plant safely. A simulation of snubber
failures in a sample line is presented with the impact on pipe stresses compared to the results obtained with
passive supports named 'Limit Stops".

1. Introduction

The design of nuclear pipe support arrangements is driven by conflicting requirements. On
one hand. the pipe should be as flexible as possible to allow thermal movements with a
minimum of stress and fatigue. On the other hand, it should be well restrained to sustain its
deadweight and the dynamic forces induced by earthquakes and by hydraulic transients. This
design issue was solved with the use of snubbers, which allow free movements at low velocity
and lock up in case of fast motion.

The seismic design criteria retained by US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and by
the ASME code for nuclear piping turned out to be very conservative and resulted in intensive
use of snubbers. An EPRI report [I] indicates that the US nuclear plants started in the 1980's
were equipped with an average of 1600 snubbers per unit. The snubbers were submitted to in-
service operability tests (IST) and demonstrated a relatively poor performance. This led to
increasing regulatory requirements for IST and to an increasing effort for operation and
maintenance. The nuclear plant utilities started to launch snubber reduction programs and the
industry started to develop alternative support devices in replacement of snubbers.

The cost-benefit evaluation of snubber reduction programs has been addressed in past
articles like [I] and [21 and will not be discussed here. The present article will focus on the
technical and safety related aspects of the snubber replacement with passive supports called
"Limit Stops", including a discussion of snubber failure impact on pipe failures and its
illustration on a sample line taken from Krsko Modernization Program.

2. Piping and support failure

2.1 Snubber failure modes

There are four basic types of malfunctions which may affect the snubbers:
a) excessive drag force or friction during thermal movements
b) inadvertent lock up during thermal movements
c) excessive bleed rate under dynamic Icad
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d) no lockup during dynamic event (broken gears, oil leakage)
For simplicity, this paper will consider only the extreme cases of total lock up (b) and total

failure (d) as snubber failures which can affect directly the pipe integrity.
Mechanical snubbers are more prone to inadvertent lockup while the failure to lock is

more likely with hydraulic snubbers. Based on failure data compilation in [11], the order of
103magnitude of the failure rate for either mode has been estimated to 1.8 x O per year.

2.2 Piping failure modes

Pipe failure can occur during load variations due to earthquakes, thermal transients,
pressure transients or a combination of these events. The failure probability will increase if the
pipe is degraded by corrosion or cracking when the event occurs. Snubber failures may also
lead to pipe failure. These failure modes are briefly discussed hereafter and are taken into
account in the probabilistic model in [ 1].

A) Seismic failure

The ASME design rules address two failure modes:
a) pipe yielding and collapse under inertia forces
b) fatigue failure due to alternating forces or displacements.
Real world experience data collected in industrial facilities subject to real severe

earthquakes indicate that mode (a) does not occur in real world. The only pipe failures
observed resulted from differential movements between pipe supports. Typical examples
include pipes attached to two different buildings with out-of-phase motion, or rigidly
supported branch pipes connected to large pipe headers with flexible support arrangement. In
absence of differential motion, the next failure mode is fatigue with alternating plasticity.
Several test programs have shown that this mode requires stress levels that are 12 to 24 times
larger than the ASME level D allowables. This tremendous margin is due to the extreme
ductility of piping systems and to the high conservatism of the linear elastic stress analysis
methods and criteria imposed by NRC Standard Review Plan.

B) Thermal fatigue

Thermal fatigue is an important contributor to pipe failures occurred in nuclear plants
systems. These failures resulted from cracks initiated by local peak stresses or local defects,
thus propagated through the pipe wall by pressure and global pipe load cycles resulting from
plant operation transients.

The risk of initiating and propagating a fatigue crack is obviously aggravated by the risk of
inadvertent lock up of snubbers during thermal expansion of the pipe, as snubbers are normally
installed at locations with large thermal movements. For example a mechanical snubber locked
up during the plant heat up. may induce unexpected thermal stress cycles during the cooldown
without any visible malfunction nor damage. This case is simulated numerically in this paper.

C) Pipe degradation due to Erosion Corrosion

Erosion-Corrosion phenomena has been observed in certain piping systems with specific
materials and fluid characteristics. The resulting pipe wall thinning may reduce the margins
against pipe failure. The potential thinning is taken into account in nuclear piping design
through specification of a corrosion allowance and it is monitored by periodic measurements of
pipe thickness at critical locations. This effect needs to be accounted for in the evaluation of
the global pipe failure pi obability.
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2.3 Effects of snubber reduction on piping failure probability

All phenomena mentioned above have been modeled and quantified in terms of pipe
failure probability for a typical nuclear plant piping system [ I] made of a 6 inch stainless steel
pipe with 10 snubbers. The model has been used to simulate the effect of snubber reduction on
pipe failure probability for two cases i.e., with or without an earthquake occurrence during the
plant life. The results are shown on Figure 1:

Without earthquake:

If no earthquake occurs, the pipe failure probability decreases from 1.8 x 10-3 to l.x 10-4
when all snubbers are removed, as the risk of thermal fatigue due to inadvertent snubber
lock up is eliminated.

With earthquake:

Even with earthquake, the pipe failure probability decreases until snubbers quantity is
reduced by about 80% of the initial population. Only the last few snubbers are contributing
significantly to the seismic margins and their removal would increase again the overall pipe
failure probability.

The numerical results may vary for different piping systems and for different plant designs,
but the essential conclusions are likely to remain applicable to most of the plants with
numerous snubbers:

l. the wide majority of the snubbers are detrimental to the pipe reliability
2. only a small percentage of dynamic supports are really contributing positively to the

pipe reliability.

3. Passive support technology

By studying the consequences of real earthquakes on non-nuclear piping systems.
american researchers observed that displacemnents limiters with large gaps had preserved the
pipe integrity during the earthquakes while allowing free thermal movements during normal
operation Based on that principle, Robert Cloud and Associates (RLCA) and EPRI developed
a unidirectional support named `Limit Stop` as a replacement device for snubbers. It is made
of a piston attached to the pipe, guided in a cylinder and moving freely between two stops
[Fig.2]. When the dynamic motion amplitude exceeds the gaps, the support provides an elastic
reaction force and limits the pipe displacement. This simple device offers a long term reliability
during thermal transients and during dynamic events. It does not need any maintenance nor in-
service testing.

The non-linear response of piping supported with Limit Stops can be calculated by the use
of time history analysis method, or by using an equivalent linearization technique. The latter is
more cost-effective for seismic analysis with response spectrum input. It has been automated in
GAPPIPE computer program and validated against numerous tests results obtained in
laboratories and in high pressure reactor test facility (HDR) in Germany.

The Limit Stop technology has been approved by the NRC for generic application to
nuclear power plants [3J. It has been implemented in several US plants as well as in a spanish
plant [41, where all auxiliary piping snubbers have been either removed or replaced with Limit
Stops (except few snubbers left in the pressurizer safety valve discharge line). Similar
replacement program has been included in the Krsko modernization program.
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4. Modern criteria for seismic qualification of piping systems

The nuclear industry has attempted to reduce the excess of conservatism in seismic design
rules by several means:

a) relaxation of seismic stress criteria in ASME code since 1995 (not approved yet by NRC)
b) increase of damping ratios (approved as ASME Code Case N41 )
c) use of Independent Support Motion method for response spectrum analysis (approved by

NRC with some limitations)
d) realistic combination of closely spaced modes (algebraic combination recommended in

NUREG-1061, approved by several Safety Authorities in Europe and currently reviewed
by NRC).

The snubber optimization programs in Spain and at Kr.ko have retained the new criteria
(b) and (d), ie. N411 damping and Generalized Algebraic Combination (GAC) of closely
spaced modes [5].

5. Sample line application

The influence of snubber behavior on piping response is evaluated for a typical line taken
from Krsko modernization program, namely the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) suction line
RH02 [Fig.3]. This is an 8 inch stainless steel pipe connected to the Reactor Coolant Loop 2
(RCL). It contains two heavy motor operated valves. The line is classified as ASME Class l up
to the second valve, and Class 2 up to the fix point (node 590). There is also a small branch
line (3/4 inch) connected to the main Class 1 pipe.

Between the terminal ends, the line is supported by three spring hangers (shown in dotted
line on Fig.3) and ten snubbers, including one on the branch line. It can accommodate the
thermal expansion in different operating modes with very low stress and fatigue in the pipe and
in the RCL branch nozzle

The line has been analyzed for thermal and seismic loads with different support
configurations including:

a) all snubbers behaving as designed
b) inadvertent lock up of one snubber
c) snubber failure (no lock up) during an earthquake
d) recommended configuration where all snubbers have been removed and four of them

replaced with Limit Stops (shown in bold on Fig.3).
The results selected for comparison include the support loads and the ASME moment

stresses along the pipe up to the RCL branch nozzle safe end (node 415).

5.1 Impact of snubber blockage on thermal expansion stresses

The thermal stress ranges were calculated in cases of inadvertent lock up of three snubbers
(one at the time) located in the main pipe (at nodes 445 and 500) and in drain line (node 625).
The Figure 4 shows that the stresses would increase by up to a factor of three in the main pipe.
In the drain pipe (nodes 600 to 645), the stress will increase from nearly zero to 119 KS1 (i.e.
more than five times the yield stress 21.6 KSI) and the socket welded branch would reach the
fatigue usage tactor limit after 44 cycles of alternating plasticity.

The thermal loads on the blocked snubbers would be 5.9 Kips, 9.4 Kips and 864 Ibs, i.e.
respectively 151%, 222%/, and 219% of their faulted load capacity. This means that the
snubbers could either fail or remain definitively blocked.
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Finally, with the optimized Limit Stop configuration, the thermal stresses will remain as
low as with perfect snubbers, because the gaps are at least equal to the maximum thermal
displacement at each limit stop location.

5.2 Impact of snubber failure on seismic stresses

Seismic analysis has been performed for SSE spectra with the set of modern criteria
mentioned in section 4 above and using a dynamic model coupled to the RCL, model. Figure 5
shows Equation 9 Faulted Stress distribution for different support configurations compared to
the ASME 1986 allowables. One case of snubber failure (node 470 H) was simulated. The
following conclusions can be drawn:

a) In the main Class I pipe (nodes 415 to 545), the old analysis method was slightly more
conservative than the new one. In the main Class 2 section (545-590), the old method was
about two times too conservative. In the small branch pipe (600-620), the old stresses
were grossly overestimated and reached the ASMIE limit, due to differential motion
between the main pipe and the small snubber at node 625.

b) If the snubber 470 H fails, the pipe stresses increase marginally in the main pipe, but they
increase dramatically in the branch pipe (sheared offby differential motion).

c) With only four Limit Stops installed in the main pipe, the stresses remain widely under the
ASMIE allowables and the branch line problem is solved.

6. Conclusions

The review of pipe failures induced by snubber failures indicate that the large number of
snubbers may be indeed detrimental to the piping structural reliability.

New methods and criteria are available today to calculate seismic stresses in a more
realistic manner. These methods permit to reduce snubber quantities and to find a better
compromise between the need for seismic supports and the risk of inadvertent blockage of
snubbers in normal operation.

Passive supports like Limit Stops allow to maintain the pipe flexibility and reliability in
thermal events, while providing efficient restraint against excessive pipe motion during
earthquakes.
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Figure 1 - Iipe Failure Probability as a Function of Snubber Reduction
(for a System of 10 Snubbers)
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Figure 2: Schematic Representation of a Limit Stop
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Support types:
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Figure 5 - Primary Faulted Stress Distribution
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